KOOP Community Council Meeting  
March 8, 2017  
Minutes (taken by April Sullivan)

Present: Patricia Hagen, Susan Slattery, Shane, Pedro Gatos, Roscoe Overton, Anyah

Meeting called to order at 7:44 pm. No February meeting minutes to approve since Alan is out of town. March agenda was moved for approval by Roscoe and seconded by Shane. Approved unanimously.

KAZI-KOOP Community Event  
Shane, Roscoe and April all said they would be there to represent the CC.

Celebration Event updates  
Patricia reported that Int’l Women’s Day went great in the studio.  
Susan suggested we have all women DJs on all day for IWD 2018.  
The one area we are falling behind on each month is the CSA’s. Susan will add the specific drop dates for each CSA to the document so that we can stay on track.  
Patricia suggested a Google Doc rather than emailing a Word Doc back and forth for ease of use. She will try to set something up before the next meeting.  
Susan reported on the Big Pink Bus Mammogram event for 3/27. Flyers were created in English and Spanish. She requested April to send to the CC Organization members.  
The next CE will be Earth Day on 4/17 with Gilka and Greg on ROCO.

ROCO Program Application  
Pedro is the programmer on record and is ready to send the application out to the collective.  
Greg is proposing a sister show to ROCO called the Community Pilot Show to give more people an opportunity to try out a show.

CC Web Page Calendar Support  
At the last meeting April asked for help with the Calendar since Kalan has left the council.  
Anyah said she would have more time to help after March 14th.

HD Expansion/Podcast/Community Outreach  
Shane has created a flyer to reach out to organizations and individuals. HD will open up more opportunities for programming and we want to make sure that we actualize more under-represented groups being on the air. Patricia says she can help with outreach.

Old Business Updates and Open Forum  
Roscoe has dates scheduled for his religious call-in show on ROCO for a date in May, July and August. Greg will engineer. Patricia will be the phone screener. We will have a conversation about how to keep the show going after August.
Anyah’s Festival of Cosmic Cultures is coming up Dec 16 & 17 at the Palmer Event Center. She has talked to Beverly about getting KOOP involved. Pedro has suggested Anyah send us a proposal for our involvement.

Next meeting is scheduled for April 12th from 7:30-8:45 pm.